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ARTICLE INFO  ABSTRACT 

  

 

 

The Credit Union has implemented information technology in the 

development of its services by presenting CubizPay. This study 

aims to determine the benefits of CubizPay in increasing member 

trust in Credit Union services. This research applies an 

interpretative approach with interpretative phenomenological 

analysis, to find out the meaning of user experience in accepting 

and using CubizPay through interviews and documentation with 

(5) Credit Union members who are active CubizPay users. This 

research found that the benefits of CubizPay can increase member 

trust through transaction transformation in member activities, 

which is equipped with a reliable security system to protect 

member transactions, as well as internal controls that help 

minimize risks in the Credit Union environment. CubizPay as an 

information system in Credit Unions is known to be able to 

increase member trust and help the Credit Union's operational 

activities. This research introduces CubizPay as an information 

system for Credit Unions in Indonesia. 
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INTRODUCTION  

 

The development of information technology in the digitalization era provides so many innovations 

that help human activities. Technology in the era of digitalization provides many conveniences 

that can be done to increase efficiency (R. Zhang & Fu, 2022). In various fields, technology is 

needed to increase work productivity and company performance in order to achieve the vision and 

mission that the company has set at the beginning (Mavlutova et al., 2020). This technological 

innovation influences the world of finance and business, such as the banking world which has 

developed mobile banking innovation as the use of technology to serve its customers (Gunawan et 

al., 2022;Lianta et al., 2011). The use of technology to develop productivity and innovation can 

also develop in other institutions or companies operating in the world of finance and business (Xu 

et al., 2021; Q. Zhang & Ma, 2021). Moreover, the Covid19 pandemic has encouraged people to 

adapt to the use of technology in bridging activities, especially in the financial transaction process 

(Khalid & Naumova, 2021; Candy et al., 2022; Vasenska et al., 2021). Credit Union is a financial 

institution that operates in the cooperative sector with the aim of empowering the community with 

accountability to its members through the actualization of concrete service vision and mission 
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(Jordan, 2022;Paranoan et al., 2023;Paranoan et al., 2022). In Indonesia, Credit Unions have 

complied with the law to become part of Indonesian Cooperatives. This is based on Law Number 

17 of 2012, supported by Law Number 25 of 1992, and Law-Law Number 12 of 1967, which 

stipulates that cooperatives are legal entities, founded by individuals or cooperative legal entities 

based on the principle of kinship as a driver of people's economic development. The Credit Union 

utilizes technology in developing its member transaction services by presenting a mobile 

application, CubizPay (Rosli et al., 2015; Suhendi et al., 2022). 

 

Credit Unions was born out of concern for developing the economy of the poor in West Germany 

by Friendrich Wilhelm Raiffeisen in 1849. Until now, the Credit Union remains in principle to 

care about the economy of the poor and extends to the younger generation(Reinaldi, 2022). Self-

help, self-reliance, and helping others for the same goal are at the heart of Friendrich Wilhem 

Raiffeisen's teachings (Abdelkafi et al., 2013; Massa & Tucci, 2013). By collecting the wealth they 

have and then providing loans to each other to help each other overcome socio-economic problems 

(Kamamas et al., 2021). Loans are made for productive purposes and can increase people's 

income, not for consumptive purposes, with collateral in the form of the nature and character of 

the borrower for the loan (Goddard et al., 2014; Massa & Tucci, 2013; Miller et al., 2014). 

 

The nature and character of the borrower makes the Credit Union an association that is founded on 

mutual trust (Bocken et al., 2014; Mook et al., 2015). The Credit Union continues to implement 

this today, by following technological developments to facilitate members to be more productive 

in the technological era (Hariwibowo & Pranowo, 2021). Credit Unions – Not for Profit, Not for 

Charity, but for Service (Munaldus et al., 2012). Serving members to strengthen power and 

improve the standard of living of weak communities (Ir. Hendra Hamid, 2018). Communities in 

the small – medium class become members of the Credit Union based on the empowerment goals 

that the Credit Union wants to achieve. Joining a Credit Union gives small members hope middle 

class to be able to enjoy a better life in the future. Especially for members with micro, small and 

medium enterprises, who do not receive assistance from the government (Juanna et al., 2022). 

However in practice, based on the results of performance evaluations conducted at Credit Unions 

in the United States, it shows that there are many potential role models for each Credit Union that 

are inefficient (Fried et al., 1993). This does not only happen to credit unions in the United States, 

this inefficiency is part of credit unions in Indonesia. 

 

In the book "Credit Union: Vehicle to Prosperity" by Munaldus et al. (2012:36-37) wrote that there 

were seven things that were called the death sins of Credit Unions in the Prudent Management 

training facilitated by the CEO of The Association of Asian Confederation of Credit Unions 

(ACCU), at the end of October 2000 in Bogor. Three of the seven deadly sins are problems caused 

by a lack of systems in the Credit Union. As a result, it causes a decrease in member trust. These 

three things include Credit Union products and services that do not suit members' needs, the Credit 

Union's image is considered unhealthy and unsafe, and it does not have a system that works. A 

system that is less supportive gives a negative impression to members regarding the prevalence of 

accounting fraud, such as embezzlement of cash and fraud caused by conventional recording and 

reporting (Biduri et al., 2021; Budiatmaja, et al., 2022). 

 

Year 2021, CubizPay is present as a system provided for Credit Union member activities 

(CubizPay, nd; Garzella et al., 2021; Joyce, 2020). Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) 

proposed by Davis (Silva, 2015) is the basis for research that Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) is the 

level at which someone believes that an information system will provide convenience and its use 

does not require much effort. Based on the description above, this research aims to determine the 

benefits of CubizPay in increasing members' trust in Credit Union services through the 

experiences of Credit Union members in accepting and using CubizPay as a medium for 

transaction efficiency. 
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METHODS  

 

Social interaction provides an understanding of social life that cannot be understood from an 

individual's perspective, which is called the Interpretative paradigm. In social science, humans and 

their lives have an interdependent relationship. This science seeks to explain the relationship 

between action and meaning, based on an active process and creative discipline to see the possible 

meaning of the actions and messages conveyed (Cuthbertson et al., 2020; Darmayasa et al., 

2015;Lannai et al. 2014). Phenomenology was applied to this research, because it is a suitable 

research strategy to explore the experiences of Credit Union members to find the essential 

meaning of using CubizPay as a medium for transaction efficiency (Gill, 2020; Mangoting et al., 

2017; Neubauer et al., 2019). Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis, is a contemporary 

qualitative methodology, aimed at examining in-depth ways related to experiences such as 

expressing expressions related to "what has been experienced, what is the meaning of the events 

that arise, and how this is conveyed" (Bustard et al. 2019). Interpretative Phenomenology Analysis 

recognizes that interpretation is limited not only to the informant's ability to articulate existing 

thoughts and experiences adequately, but also through the researcher's ability to reflect and 

analyze data which allows for an inter subjective perspective by deferring the researcher's biases or 

prejudices regarding the study of the phenomenon under study so as to produce what results exists 

(Muchena et al., 2018; Umanailo, 2019). 

 

The analytical method in Interpretative Phenomenology Analysis provides flexible guidelines in its 

application that can be adapted by researchers based on their research objectives, namely reading 

and re-reading, initial writing, developing outlines, looking for relationships between outlines, and 

looking for case patterns through movement (Hutagalung, 2021; Noon, 2018). Data collection was 

carried out using interviews and documentation. Interviews are a data collection technique that is 

often used by qualitative researchers. Different from other methods, interviews are uniquek which 

makes him superior in qualitative research. Interviews can reveal appropriate results by exploring 

the experiences of the required informants(Adhabi & Anozie, 2017). Table 1. show a list of 

informants who are active CubizPay users at the WITA MORI Credit Union, Central Sulawesi. 

Table 1. List of Informants 

Number Informant Information 

1. Bayu Chairman of the Management 

2. Tolai CU WITA MORI Consultant Member 

3. Vikran CU WITA MORI IT Technician 

4. Monan Management of CU WITA MORI 

5. Miner Member of CU WITA MORI 

Source: Processed by reseachers (2023) 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

 

CubizPay as part of the Credit Union acronym which is utilized in the use of technology related to 

the financial information system and transactions of Credit Union members, it has operated well to 

support member activities to be more efficient and productive. Is known, CubizPay is one form of 

Credit Union attention to service fulfillment member needs, with benefits that create transaction 

transformation, security systems and internal controls to increase member trustand recommend 

CubizPay to fellow Credit Union members. 

 

Transaction Transformation with Credit Union Business Payment  
Transaction transformation is the process of transitioning conventional transactions into digital 

transactions carried out through information systems such as CubizPay. In 2021, Credit Union 

Indonesia presents CubizPay as an information system that can be used by all Credit Union 

members in Indonesia. 
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This was triggered by Government Regulation no. 21 of 2020 concerning Large-Scale Social 

Restrictions in the Context of Accelerating Handling of Corona Virus Disease 2019 (COVID19). 

This regulation provides the best innovation to Credit Unions to provide alternatives which can be 

used by members to carry out savings and loan transactions and digital payments during the 

implementation of this regulation until this regulation is no longer enforced. By implementing 

digital technology to provide services needed by members amidst the rise of digital transactions as 

harmonization between users and CubizPay (Bai et al., 2021; Dumanska et al., 2021; Penatari et 

al., 2020). 

 

By presenting CubizPay. Credit Unions can improve their services to members regarding the use 

of information systems to streamline and process payment transactions and activities at the Credit 

Union more quickly. Bayu explained about using CubizPay: 

 

"This application can help increase the efficiency and speed of transactions at the 

Credit Union, because it has 24/7 access which can access banking services anytime 

and anywhere via their mobile devices, so there is no longer a need to come to the 

Credit Union's physical office during operational hours to carry out transactions. This 

increases time efficiency and also reduces geographical limitations. Then, 

transactions are carried out online such as transferring funds between accounts, 

paying bills, checking balances, tracking transaction history, and carrying out other 

banking activities easily through the application..." (Bayu) 

 

Furthermore, Bayu explained: 

 

―... In addition, you can make transfers quickly to fellow members in the same Credit 

Union without having to wait for a time-consuming process like transfers via 

traditional banks. And finally, there are notifications and reminders to inform you 

about financial activities that need to be carried out. For example, when there is a bill 

payment that is due or when a transaction is successfully carried out." (Bayu) 

 

Credit Union members' adaptation to the presence of CubizPay makes members feel more efficient 

and productive, where CubizPay has a level of transaction speed that suits the needs of Credit 

Union members. Vikran shares his experience in using CubizPay: 

 

"The experience I felt was very helpful, especially in terms of carrying out online 

transactions, for example bank transfers, paying bills, and accessing savings 

information easily and quickly..." (Vikran) 

 

Again, Vikran said: 

 

"... because for online things, for example to obtain information about savings 

accounts, I don't need to physically visit the service office, this of course really helps 

in terms of time and space efficiency." (Vikran) 

 

On another occasion, Tolai informed that: 

 

― ... CubizPay is very helpful in making transactions. First to check the balancesaya. 

Even though the head office is located in Morowali, members can still check their 

balance via CubizPay. Apart from that, CubizPay helps in carrying out transactions 

such as cash withdrawals through daily savings. Because CU does not have an ATM, 

through CubizPay, members can make cash withdrawals at ATMs of all banks so 

that moving money in cash can be done easily and provide financial benefits without 

interest deductions..." (Tolai) 
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Apart from increasing efficiency and productivity due to transaction speed through CubizPay, the 

implementation of CubizPay also helps Credit Union members become more independent, 

especially in managing finances through the transaction history available on CubizPay. Vikran 

expressed the ease of managing finances on CubizPay: 

 

"...With easy real time access to my savings, of course it makes it very easy for me to 

find out my financial condition and how much income and expenses I have based on 

the information records held by the CubizPay application." (Vikran) 

 

Tolai's statement resembles Vikran, regarding financial management through CubizPay: 

 

"Financial management and transactions on CubizPay are arranged systematically, so 

after an outgoing or incoming balance occurs, there is a transaction history, this 

history can be set within a week or also within a month..." (Tolai) 

 

―... in CubizPay, more precisely, there is a history of transactions, so we can see. For 

example, cash going out will be marked with a red code and when cash comes in 

with a green code. So this can make users know what to do." he continued. (Tolai) 

 

CubizPay with the transformation of transactions in it, Credit Union members can gain member 

trust regarding Credit Union services which provide efficiency and speed of transactions when 

using CubizPay. In addition, member experience increases in adapting to using technology to 

independently manage finances. 

 

This is supported by Aldammagh et al., (2021) which revealed that bank customers' trust in 

EChannel and bank agencies has an influence on the use of Mobile Banking, and Mavlutova et al., 

(2023) presents that the latest trends in digital transformation and types of use of digital 

technologies in the EU and the Baltic countries can ensure the sustainable development of 

financial institutions with a significant increase in the intensity of digital payments which is 

closely linked between digital payments and financial inclusion and operational efficiency of 

financial institutions. Just as members' trust has been built in the Credit Union, the presence of an 

information system that supports members' activity and development facilities in adapting to using 

technology has encouraged members to place greater trust in order to spur the development of the 

Credit Union's operations. 

 

Security System: Digital Transaction Protection 

 Prioritizing the security of user transactions is the Credit Union's responsibility in presenting 

CubizPay. Credit Union through CubizPay has provided policies and implemented the best 

security system for the convenience and security of transactions and user data (Balapour et al., 

2020). Equipped with security technology features such as data encryption, user authentication and 

user activity monitoring. This security innovation was designed by IT technicians who are 

competent in their field to be able to detect cybercrime vulnerabilities and also accounting fraud in 

the implementation of digital transactions, CubizPay (Sangeetha et al., 2023). Bayu revealed 

 

"CubizPay has several features that can help increase the security and trust of CU 

members in transactions, including multi-factor security options such as application 

log in as an authentication method when entering the application or using a PIN 

when carrying out sensitive transactions. This helps ensure that only the account 

owner has access to the application and makes transactions. Then there is strong data 

encryption to protect members' personal and financial information. Encryption 

converts data into a format that cannot be read by unauthorized parties, thereby 

protecting the confidentiality and security of data during process transaction...― 

(Bayu) 
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Going deeper, Bayu said: 

 

―... Not only that, the CubizPay application has a transaction notification feature 

which allows members to quickly find out about financial activities that occur and 

can quickly detect if there are suspicious or unauthorized transactions. And also real-

time financial reporting provided by CubizPay such as access to account balances, 

transaction history and other financial activities. With accurate and up-to-date 

reporting, members can actively monitor and verify transactions, so they can take 

action if there is anything suspicious or inconsistent with their activities..." (Bayu) 

 

With a security system that is guaranteed by the features provided on CubizPay, members do not 

need to worry about deviant actions. More clearly, Bayu continued his statement regarding the last 

and most important feature that an information system needs to have to protect member data: 

 

― ... As well as the most important security feature, namely protecting user privacy, 

CubizPay maintains member data privacy by following strict standards and 

regulations in managing and protecting personal data. Member information is only 

used according to their consent, and there is a clear privacy policy to protect sensitive 

information.‖ (Bayu) 

 

As a digital payment application, Credit Unions need to prioritize user security as an important 

factor in building user intent and satisfaction. So with confidence, Tolai interprets its experience 

regarding the CubizPay security system so that Credit Union members don't need to worry about 

using it. 

 

―For security, CubizPay has a pretty good level of security. In CubizPay, when a user 

wants to enter the application, as in applications, an ID name and password are 

generally available. However, what is different from CubizPay is that CubizPay 

provides an ATM code before viewing the contents of the application..." (Tolai) 

 

More clearly, Tolai conveyed the security of CubizPay against deviant acts and accounting 

fraud at the Credit Union. 

 

"... to date no fraudulent activity has occurred, but if something like that happens it 

will be easily detected either through the savings book or through the system. And it 

records both who the drawee is and when the cash is withdrawn.‖ (Tolai) 

 

The Credit Union's concern for its members' digital transaction activities explains that a good 

security system will provide positive things related to member satisfaction and intentions for the 

Credit Union. Protection of CubizPay user data is quite safe, which encourages Credit Union 

members to use it safely and comfortably. Correspondingly, Wong & Mo, (2019) shows that Risk 

Perception, Trust Perception, Security Perception, and Technological Acceptance Model influence 

consumers' intention to use mobile payment, especially improving the security system which 

encourages consumers' intention to use mobile payment services, and is supported by Oh & Kim, 

(2021) wrote that security is the most influential factor influencing user ratings of mobile banking 

applications. 

 

Internal Controls in Credit Union Business Payments 

The internal control process is carried out to ensure that financial transactions are carried out 

correctly and in accordance with applicable regulations. Utilizing technology to mediate internal 

control will make it easier to carry out control activities (Satyawan et al., 2021). Prevention and 

minimization of accounting fraud can be done if internal control is implemented properly to 

increase efficiency in managing financial transactions. After presenting CubizPay as its 
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information system, the Credit Union can reduce actions that are not in accordance with the 

principles of human empowerment regarding financial transactions through field officers and can 

also minimize the risk of human error. Responding to this, Miner stated that: 

 

"Yes, because it is able to avoid wrong transactions from the cashier." (Miner) 

 

And supported by the Vikran statement: 

 

―In my opinion, by providing transparent and accountable services, CubizPay has 

more or less minimized the practice practices that are not in accordance with the 

principle of human empowerment, with direct access to member accounts by 

members themselves, it is hoped that members can make transactions, track financial 

activities through transaction history, and manage finances independently through 

the CubizPay application." (Vikran) 

 

Through a good internal control process, especially for transaction transformation which provides 

transaction history and a good security system, the Credit Union's performance becomes more 

operationally effective, especially in looking at risks that arise. This is in line with Tianyu, Z. et 

al., (2023) which presents the results of digital transformation has a more significant influence on 

the effectiveness of internal control in high-tech companies and manufacturing companies. 

Therefore, the presence of an information system at the Credit Union can improve the Credit 

Union's performance which can influence the confidence of its members. Paying attention to 

complaints or suggestions from members is part of the monitoring carried out by the Credit Union 

to develop features on CubizPay. 

 

Plans for developing and improving CubizPay application features in the future to provide more 

adequate internal control regarding the security and efficiency of Credit Union member 

transactions as conveyed by Bayu, include: 

 

―Future plans for developing and improving CubizPay features may involve several 

initiatives to meet the needs of Credit Unions. Some examples of possible 

development plans such as security improvements, of course. Then, integration with 

internal systems, more complete payment and transfer features, improved ease of use 

and member interface, improved analysis and reporting functionality, and improved 

communication and customer service. The development and improvement of 

CubizPay features must take into account member feedback and needs. "This 

development needs to be carried out by regularly interacting with CUs, then studying 

digital banking trends, and monitoring the latest technological developments to 

ensure that CubizPay remains relevant and meets the evolving needs of CUs and 

their members." (Bayu) 

 

CubizPay becomes an important part for the Credit Union in carrying out operational activities. 

With a system equipped with transaction history and a complete security system, it makes it easy 

for members and Credit Union internals to identify suspicious transactions, providing a positive 

view of the presence of Credit Union Business Payment (Fahmi et al., 2022). 

 

CubizPay: Increasing the Trust of Credit Union Members 

CubizPay useful in Credit Union operations as a medium to increase member trust through 

ttransaction transformation, security systems, and internal control. Which is an important element 

of CubizPay. This is in line with Boufounou et al., (2022) which states that bank customers are 

quite satisfied and familiar with digital transactions by paying attention to factors to expand their 

use such as the possibility of 24/7 service as an important factor in choosing to use digital banking. 

Factors expanding its use are transaction speed, transaction security, and information security, sas 
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well as positive responses from employees who accept digital transformation and believe that it 

will be successful by requiring additional and ongoing training to improve their digital skills.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Overview of Research Results 

Source: Processed by Researchers (2023) 

 

Chart 1 shows that the Credit Union, which is a financial institution in the form of a cooperative, is 

adapting to technological developments by creating transaction transformation in digital payment 

applications, namely CubizPay, which is equipped with a security system to protect members in 

transactions, as well as to control member welfare internally which can convince members that 

The Credit Union remains committed to the principle of Human Empowerment. Based on its 

usefulness, CubizPay can increase members' trust in Credit Union services. 

 

This is in agreement with Cao et al., (2018), which shows that trust in online payments, perceived 

similarity, and perceived entity between online and mobile payments can positively influence trust 

in mobile payments and the process of trust transfer positively influences mobile payment 

continuance intention through satisfaction; Correspondingly, Martinez & McAndrewset al., (2022), 

analyzed the differences in usage intentions towards three types of payment solutions in the US 

showing that the intentions to use mobile payments are different for each type of mobile payment 

with performance expectations and habits as strong predictors of user intentions and behavior; 

Then SIngh & Sinhaet al., (2020) Testing the mediating effect of perceived trust on the influence 

of perceived usefulness to predict merchant intentions, it was found that the highest effect of 

perceived customer value addition on merchant intentions, followed by perceived technology 

usefulness. Ethe proposed mediating effect of perceived trust is small but significant on perceived 

usefulness; 

 

In line with that, SLeimanet al., (2021) stated that government monitoring is the most significant 

factor in customer trust, followed by reputation and security in mobile payments among Chinese 

citizens. Government supervision directly influences behavioral intentions, is negatively related to 

risk perception, and has a positive effect on behavioral intentions. Additionally, mobility, 

subjective norms, usability, ease of use, and perceived enjoyment influence customers' behavioral 

intentions; as well as Yeboah et al.,(2020) which considers that the role of merchant trust is very 

important for mobile payment technology adoption and security risks, in addition the 

characteristics of mobile service providers and the characteristics of mobile technology are both 

very important for building trust in mobile payment systems for merchant adoption, as well as trust 
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in technology and service providers has a much more important influence on merchants' adoption 

of mobile payments than perceived usefulness and ease of use. 

 

Member Recommendations on Using CubizPay 

Based on experience using CubizPay, the informant recommended the CubizPay application as a 

medium for transaction efficiency for Credit Union members who have not used CubizPay. Bayu 

explained: 

 

"As a Credit Union member, the use of CubizPay is of course recommended to fellow 

members and prospective members for reasons including ease of transactions, 

practicality, comprehensive functionality, ease of financial monitoring, security and 

the digital era banking trend that uses mobile devices."(Bayu). 

 

Accompanied by a Vikran that says: 

 

“I recommend CubizPay to other Credit Union members because I have tried it 

myself and was greatly helped as a member through this application.”(Vikran). 

 

Then, Miner said: 

 

"Yes, because the CubizPay application makes it very easy for members to make 

daily transactions."(Miner). 

 

And Monan replied:“Yes.” 

 

However, Tolai explains its use more deeply to members: 

 

"Members who have not used CubizPay are usually people who have limited access 

to both networks and telecommunications equipment. And using CubizPay is not 

mandatory, if you don't have one you can do it manually. However, it is highly 

recommended for members who already understand technology because it can 

increase the efficiency of their transactions." Tolai's opinion. 

 

Sahi et al., (2021) has reviewing the use of technology in digital payments adopted by consumers 

provides a positive meaning in its use.. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

CubizPay as a Credit Union information system, has deep benefitsproviding digital transformation 

to adapt member activities to developments in the technological era. Through digital transactions, 

we can minimize members' dependence on physical transactions which are not more efficient, by 

providing easier access to members and increasing the efficiency and speed of transactions as well 

as the user experience in managing digital finances independently. Apart from that, CubizPay is 

also equipped with a standardized security system to help increase the security and comfort of 

members' transactions. Rasa safe and confident that users' financial information and transactions 

are well protected,create memberscan make more confident and comfortable transactions through 

CubizPay. This can help the Credit Union control operational activities effectively, and minimize 

deviant actions or accounting fraud by field officerswhich makes it stick to the principle of human 

empowerment, because it is equipped with a complete transaction history and security system so 

that it can identify if suspicious transactions occur. So that members have used itwith full 

confidenceshare their experiences in accepting and using CubizPay as a medium for transaction 

efficiency and recommend using CubizPay to Credit Union members who have not used it if they 

do not have geographical obstacles to be more productive. 
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